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ABSTRACT:
For more than 12 years, KIT’s Institute of Reinforced Concrete Structures headed by Prof. Dr.–
Ing. Lothar Stempniewski has been conducting research into textile reinforcement of masonry
structures for protection against natural hazards, especially earthquake-induced loads. Research
activities led to two commercially available products one of them being discussed in the
following. A GFRP retrofitting system using a polyurethane dispersion for both as matrix and
for application is presented (the GFRP system is later on referred as “seismic wallpaper”).
Laboratory tests have demonstrated a very soft and at higher loads highly inelastic material
behavior. This behavior and the failure modes being observed cannot be quantified using
already existing guidelines or available research data, as this data is based on FRP-systems
using epoxy matrices. As the system has already proven its high reinforcing effect for
earthquake loaded walls [10], further standardization activities have been carried out. A
standardization approach basing on the bond-slip model is presented. Numeric simulations
which are in good agreement with the laboratory test data underpin the chosen approach.
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AREA OF APPLICATION OF THE EXAMINED RETROFITTING SYSTEM

The textile retrofitting system presented in this paper is designed as seismic reinforcing for outof-plane loaded masonry walls. As it has been pointed out in [2] there is a need to further
develop economic and effective reinforcing methods for masonry as even structures designed
according current building codes are likely to show an unacceptable degree of damage after
seismic events. This situation is even more critical for masonry infill walls as most building
codes only provide qualitative dimensioning rules.

Figure 1: Typical damage patterns of out-of-plane loaded masonry infill walls [2]

As this situation is well known to the scientific community, significant research and
standardization activities have been carried out. Especially large test campaigns for textile
retrofitting systems have to be mentioned [11]. As a result of these activities the current design
guidelines for such systems include detailed formulas for quantitative structural assessement.
The most prominent guideline documents for externally bonded FRP systems for masonry are
[3] and [1]. As a drawback it has to be mentioned that these documents only provide regulations
for systems using stiff polymeric matrices. As it will be pointed out in this work using matrices
which show a much softer material behavior the before mentioned standardization documents
cannot -or only to certain extend- be used for quantitative assessement. Therefore an alternative
standardization approach will be presented.

Figure 2: In [3] regulated damage scenarios for out-of-plane loaded masonry walls

INTRODUCTION OF KIT’S “SEISMIC WALLPAPER”
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The “seismic wallpaper” is a textile retrofitting system consisting of a textile component and a
polymeric matrix. The system has been developed in close collaboration between KIT’s
Institute of Reinforced Concrete and Covestro (former Bayer Material Science AG). During its
developing stage it has been tested under static as well as dynamic loading and has proven to
provide a significant reinforcing effect [10]. The “seismic wallpaper” differs strongly from other
externally applied retrofitting systems concerning the following aspects:


Covering the complete surface of walls instead of using single stripes



Very soft polyurethane dispersion used as glue and matrix (Young’s modulus
~3N/mm²)



Application on plastered surface: No removing or grinding required



Bi-axial E-glass fabric

Figure 3: The “seismic wallpaper”, its components and application

The main characteristics of the components have been evaluated in laboratory tests. It has to be
emphasized that the Young’s modulus is about one thousand times smaller than for epoxy
matrices.
Table 1: Mechanical properties of the textile component of the “seismic wallpaper”
Young’s
modulus

Cross
section

[N/mm²]

[mm²/5cm]

Warp direction

70.000

2.9

ISO 4606;
[3]

Weft direction

68.000

2.3

ISO 4606;
[3]

Normative
reference

Table 2: Mechanical properties of the glue/matrix component of the “seismic wallpaper”
Young’s
modulus

Adhesive
strength:

Testing
speed:

Testing
speed:

[N/mm²]

[N/mm²]

[mm/min]

[N/sec]

0.63

0.5

2.29
~3

3

DIN EN 12188
100

0.1

Normative
reference:

DIN EN 1542
DIN EN ISO 527-3

STANDARDIZATION APPROACH AND TEST SETUP

The standardization approach which can be found in most normative documents for externally
applied retrofitting systems is based on the experimental determination of the so called bondslip relationship. This approach is used for masonry as well as for reinforced concrete [3, 4] and
has proven to enable quantitative assessement for the retrofitting system as well as for the

construction to be strengthened. The similarities between the formulas provided for masonry
structures and (reinforced) concrete structures are obvious. As there are of course many
structural differences between masonry and reinforced concrete, the bond-slip standardization
approach offers many parameters to be adapted to both materials.
In order to experimentally determine the bond-slip relationship of epoxy-based, externally
applied retrofitting systems single-shear tests using relative long anchorage length are
conducted. Obtaining the bond-slip relation using such data requires an additional numerical
operation which most often leads to bi-linear bond-slip relations (Figure 4). These relations are
still controversial discussed in terms of their exact shape [4]. Nevertheless the bi-linear
approach has proven to be a satisfying compromise between required accuracy and economic
simplicity.

Figure 4: Numerical determination of bond-slip relations using experimental data – standard approach [4]

The bond-slip standardization approach as it is adapted for epoxy based externally applied
reinforcement always assumes cohesive failure within the substrate to be strengthened. This
failure mode is characterized by a very brittle failure of the structure being strengthened. As the
failure occurs within a few centimeters distance from the external reinforcement the stress state
within the substrate is the main governing parameter of the overall system performance (Figure
5). It has to be emphasized that for epoxy-based externally applied reinforcing systems the
structural properties of the substrate affect the overall performance much more than the
retrofitting system itself. The basic assumption of a brittle failure mode within the substrate is
therefore incorporated in the formulas provided in all relevant standardization documents.

Figure 5: Standard failure mode for epoxy based, externally applied reinforcing [11]

The standard failure mode of the “seismic wallpaper” is adhesion between glue and substrate
(Figure 6). The results presented in this paper are basing on test specimens using a mineralic
substrate which can be classified according to [5] as CS IV (compressive strength > 6 N/mm²).
Therefore many aspects of the bond-slip standardization approach as it is used for epoxy based
systems need to be diligently reviewed and modified to be suitable for the “seismic wallpaper”.
This adaption process using the “seismic wallpaper” in particular can be generalized for
retrofitting systems with adhesive standard failure mode [9].

Figure 6: Standard failure mode of the “seismic wallpaper” (adhesion failure)

As the “seismic wallpaper’s” matrix component is very soft and due to the fact that the stress
state within the substrate is not affecting the system’s performance an experimental test
campaign which enables straightforward determination of bond-slip relations has been chosen.
This approach makes the additional numerical operation (Figure 4) for the determination of the
bond-slip relations superfluous. The test setup is shown below:

Figure 7: Own test setup: Single shear test for direct determination of bond-slip relations

The test setup enables straightforward determination of bond-slip relations mainly due to two
reasons:


Very short bonding length (40 mm) in combination with soft matrix/glue leads to
almost constant shear stress distribution along bonding length.



The stress state within the substrate does not affect the system performance (due to
adhesive failure). Therefore the minimum size of test specimens is not governed by the
heterogenic substrate which enables the relative small test setup.

In order to achieve bond-slip relations, the displacement data being obtained has to be modified
to exclude the contribution of the textile and the test setup itself to the overall displacement
being measured. The displacement of the test setup has been measured using externally applied
inductive displacement transducers.

Figure 8: Modification of test data to obtain bond-slip relations and typical bond-slip relation of the
“seismic wallpaper”
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TEST RESULTS AND NUMERICAL SIMULATION

The overall test campaign includes more than 110 tests being conducted varying the following
parameters:


Direction of textile (warp and weft)



Textile (E-glass and uniaxial carbon)



Testing speed (0.1 – 100 mm/min)



Loading history (monotonic and cyclic)



Bonding length (40 – 500 mm)



Enviromental conditions (temperature and air humidity)

To provide a better overview and to demonstrate the appropriateness of the chosen
standardization approach only results considering the variation of bond length are considered in
this paper. An additional evaluation concerning the bond-slip relations obtained for a bonding
length of 40 mm and its transferability on longer bonding length is also provided within the
following figures. The grey transparent corridor visible in the figures indicates the expected test
result using the bond-slip relations obtained for 40 mm bonding length. The corridor of
expected results is obtained using an integration algorithm similar to [6]. All data presented in
this paper refer to a testing speed of 0.5 mm/min. It has to be emphasized that at higher testing
speed the system behaves stiffer and enables the transfer of higher shear stresses. This is caused
by the visco-elastic structural behavior of the glue.

Figure 9: Test results single shear tests and numerical prediction (test speed: 0.5 mm/min, stripe width: 40
mm)

Figure 10: Test results single shear tests and numerical prediction - discrete values (test speed: 0.5
mm/min, stripe width: 40 mm)
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INTERPRETATION AND EVALUATION OF TEST RESULTS

The main results for the determination of bond-slip relations for 40 mm bonding length are
summarized below. Additionally typical values for epoxy based externally applied retrofitting
systems according to [3] are provided in brackets:


Comparatively large deformations combined with relative low maximum shear strength
at failure



Maximum shear strength: 0.5-0.7 N/mm² (0.5-2.0 N/mm²)



Slip at maximum shear strength: 0.5-0.7 mm (0.05-0.1 mm)



Slip at bond failure: 1.5-2.0 mm (0.3-0.4 mm)



Optimal bonding length: 150 - 180 mm (20-30 mm)

These values clearly demonstrate that the “seismic wallpaper” can hardly be compared in terms
of its structural behavior to epoxy based externally applied retrofitting systems.

The shape of the experimentally determined bond-slip relations have a polynomic appearance
and show an exponential decay. It can adequately, mathematically parametrized according to [7]
(see also equation (1)).
The bond-slip relations experimentally determined for a short bonding length show decreasing
capability to predict the maximum load at debonding with increasing bonding length. Therefore
a modification of equation (1) is introduced to express the maximum shear stress L1 and the
exponent n as a function of bonding length. For the data provided within this paper the
modification has been determined in [8] and is presented in Figure 11. The determination of the
correction factor in general will be an ambitious task as it is a function of textile and surface
properties (not to mention loading history and glue/matrix properties). The same standardization
approach used for a different retrofitting system clearly underpin these considerations [9].
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Figure 11: Modification of bond-slip relation parameters as function of bonding length
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